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Abstract

Motivated by emerging applications for DNA code word design, we consider a generalization
of the code word design problem in which an input graph is given which must be labeled with
equal length binary strings of minimal length such that the Hamming distance is small between
words of adjacent nodes and large between words of non-adjacent nodes. For general graphs
we provide algorithms that bound the word length with respect to either the maximum degree
of any vertex or the number of edges in either the input graph or its complement. We further
provide multiple types of recursive, deterministic algorithms for trees and forests, and provide
an improvement for forests that makes use of randomization. We also consider generalizations
of this problem to weighted graphs and graphs with optional edges. Finally, we explore the
extension from simple adjacency queries to more general distance queries and show how to
obtain distance labelings for rings and paths by applying properties of hypercube traversal.
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1 Introduction

This work can be viewed either as a generalization of codeword design or a special restricted case of
the more general graph labeling problem. The problem of graph labeling takes as input a graph and
assigns a binary string to each vertex such that either adjacency or distance between two vertices
can be quickly determined by simply comparing the two labels. The goal is then to make the
labels as short as possible (see [14] for a survey). Early work in the field [8, 9] considered the graph
labeling problem with the restriction that the adjacency between two nodes must be determined
solely by Hamming distance. Specifically, the labels for any two adjacent nodes must be below a
given threshold, while the nodes between non-adjacent nodes must be above it.

We return to this restricted type of graph labeling motivated by growing applications in DNA
computing and DNA self-assembly. A basic requirement for building useful DNA self-assembly
systems and DNA computing systems is the design of sets of appropriate DNA strings (code words).
Early applications have simply required building a set of n equal length code words such that there
is no possibility of hybridization between the words or Watson Crick complement of words [1, 4,
6, 7, 19, 24]. Using hamming distance as an approximation to how well a word and the Watson
Crick complement of a second word will bind, such a requirement can be achieved in part by
designing a set of n words such that the Hamming distance between any pair in the set is large.
There has been extensive work done in designing sets of words with this and other non-interaction
constraints [5, 6, 10–13, 16–19, 22, 23].

While the Hamming distance constraint is important for applications requiring that no pair of
words in a code hybridize, new applications are emerging for which hybridization between different
words in a code word set is desirable and necessary. That is, there is growing need for the efficient
design of DNA codes such that the hybridization between any two words in the code is determined by
an input matrix specifying which strands should bond and which should not. Aggarwal et al. [2, 3]
have shown that a tile self assembly system that uses a set of glues that bind to one another
according to a given input matrix, rather than only binding to themselves, greatly reduces the
number of distinct tile types required to assemble certain shapes. Efficient algorithms for designing
sets of DNA strands whose pairwise hybridization is determined by an input matrix may permit
implementation of such tile efficient self-assembly systems.

Further, Tsaftaris et al. [20, 21] have recently proposed a technique for applying DNA computing
to digital signal processing. Their scheme involves designing a set of equal length DNA strands,
indexed from 1 to n, such that the melting temperature of the duplex formed by a word and the
Watson Crick complement of another word is proportional to the difference of the indices of the
words. Thus, this is again an example in which it is desirable to design a set of DNA words such
that different words have varying levels of distinctness from one another.

Given an input graph G, we consider the problem of constructing a labeling such that the
Hamming distance between labels of adjacent vertices is small, the Hamming distance between
non-adjacent vertices is large, and there is a separation of at least γ between the small Hamming
distance and the large Hamming distance. Breuer et al.[8, 9] first studied this problem for the
special case of γ = 1 and achieved labels of size O(Dn) for general graphs, where D is the size of
the highest degree node in the graph. By combining graph decompositions with codes similar in
spirit to Hadamard codes from coding theory, we get a labeling of length O(γD̂ + D̂n) where D̂ is
the smaller of the size of the maximum degree node in G and its complement. We then explore more
sophisticated graph decompositions to achieve new bounds that are a function of the number of
edges in G. We also consider the class of trees and forests and provide various recursive algorithms
that achieve poly-logarithmic length labels for degree bounded trees. Our forest algorithms also
make use of probabilistic bounds from traditional word design to use randomization to reduce label
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Table 1: Summary of our results for word length and time complexity for flexible word design.

Word Length
Time Complexity

Lower Bound Upper Bound

General Graphs O(γD̂ + D̂n) O(γD̂n + D̂n2)
(Matching Algorithm) Theorem 14 Theorem 14

General Graphs O(
√

γm̂2n + γm̂n2) O(
√

γm̂2n3 + γm̂n4)
(StarDestroyer) Theorem 15 Theorem 15

Weighted Graphs
(Multi-graph based)

Ω(γ + n) O

(
min

{
∆γ + ∆n,√

γW 2n + γWn2

})
O

(
min

{
∆γn + ∆n2,√

γW 2n3 + γWn4

})
Theorem 2 Theorem 31 Theorem 31

Weighted Graphs
(Weighted Matching)

O

(
min

{ ∑
i widiγ +

∑
i din,

Dwργ + Dρn

})
O

(
min

{
n·(
∑

i widiγ +
∑

i din),
n·(Dwργ + Dρn)

})
Theorems 33 and 34 Theorems 33 and 34

Weighted Graphs
(Hybrid Algorithm)

O( 3
√

W 2γn(γ + n)(πγ + n)) O(n· 3
√

W 2γn(γ + n)(πγ + n))

Theorem 35 Theorem 35

Don’t care edges O

(
min

{
γD̃ + D̃n,√

γm̃2n + γm̃n2

})
O

(
min

{
γD̃n + D̃n2,

n·
√

γm̃2n + γm̃n2

})
Theorem 37 Theorem 37

Forests O(γD log n) O(nγD log2 n)
(Node Recursion) Theorem 18 Theorem 18

Forests Ω(γ + log n) O

(
min{t, γD log t} + γD log f
+max{γD log( n

γD
), 0}

)
O

(
n·min{t, γD log t} + n·γD log2 f
+n·max{γD log2( n

γD
), 0}

)
(Leaf Recursion) Theorem 3 Theorem 22 Theorem 22

Forests O(γD log f + max{γD log( n
γD

), 0}) O(nγD log2 f + max{γD log2( n
γD

), 0})
(Randomized) Theorem 23 Theorem 23

Rings O(γ log n) O(nγ log n)
Theorem 25 Theorem 29 Theorem 29

Special Rings with O(γk log n
k
), where k ≤ n

2
− 1 O(nγk log n

k
)

Distance Queries Ω(γk + log n) Theorem 27 Theorem 27

Paths with Theorem 25 O(γk + γk log n
k
) O(n·(γk + γk log n

k
))

Distance Queries Theorem 28 Theorem 28

G : input graph (V,E) D : highest degree of any vertex in G

G : complement of G D̂ : smaller of the highest degree of any ver-
tex in G or G

γ : Hamming distance separation D̃ : smaller of maximum near-degree and
maximum far-degree

n : number of vertices in G ∆ : maximum weighted degree
m : number of edges in G t : number of trees in the forest
m̂ : smaller of the number of edges in G or G f : maximum number of leaves in any tree

in the input forest
m̃ : smaller of the number of near edges and

the number of far edges
k : range of distance queries

W : the sum of weights of all the edges π : maximum weight of an edge
di : highest degree of any vertex with respect

to weight wi edges
ρ : number of distinct weights of edges
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length.
We further consider some important generalizations to the basic flexible word design problem.

First, we initiate the study of extending our problem from adjacency queries to distance queries.
For this we apply basic properties of hypercube traversal to provide efficient labelings for rings
and paths and discuss how this problem and class of graphs may have applications to DNA signal
processing. We also consider a version of flexible word design for weighted graphs and provide
multiple general case algorithms for the problem. Finally, we discuss graphs that have don’t care
edges which make no requirement for the Hamming distance between two nodes. Our results are
summarized in Table 1.

Paper Layout: In Section 2, we introduce basic notation and tools and formulate the problem.
In Section 3, we describe techniques for obtaining a restricted type of labeling for special graphs.
In Section 4, we describe how to combine special graph labelings to obtain algorithms for labeling
general graphs. In Section 5, we present recursive algorithms for labeling forests. In Section 6, we
generalize our problem to distance labeling and provide solutions for rings and paths. In Section 7,
we provide algorithms for solving the weighted version of flexible word design. In Section 8, we
present results for a generalization to graphs with don’t care edges. In Section 9, we conclude with
a discussion of future research directions.

2 Preliminaries

Let S = s1s2 . . . s` denote a length ` bit string with each si ∈ {0, 1}. For a bit s, the complement of
s, denoted by sc, is 0 if s = 1 and 1 if s = 0. For a bit string S = s1s2 . . . s`, the complement of S,
denoted by Sc, is the string sc

1, s
c
2 . . . sc

`. For two bit strings S and T , we denote the concatenation
of S and T by S · T .

For a graph G = (V,E), a length ` labeling of G is a mapping σ : V → {0, 1}`. Let deg(G)
denote the maximum degree of any vertex in G and let Ḡ = (V, Ē) denote the complement graph of
G. A γ-labeling of a graph G is a labeling σ such that there exist integers α and β, β−α ≥ γ, such
that for any u, v ∈ V the Hamming distance H(σ(u), σ(v)) ≤ α if (u, v) ∈ E, and H(σ(u), σ(v)) ≥ β
if (u, v) /∈ E. We are interested in designing γ-labelings for graphs which minimize the length of
each label, length(σ).

Problem 1 (Flexible Word Design Problem).
Input: Graph G; integer γ
Output: A γ-labeling σ of G. Minimize ` = length(σ).

Throughout this paper, for ease of exposition, we will assume the Hamming distance separator
γ is a power of 2. For general graphs in Sections 3, 4, 7, and 8 we also assume the number of
vertices n in the input graph is a power of 2. These assumptions can be trivially removed for these
cases. For the remaining sections, in particular Section 6 which deals with distance queries on rings
and paths, we do not make this assumption as the extension to all n is non-trivial.

Theorem 2. The required worst case label length for general n node graphs is Ω(γ + n).

Proof. For graph labeling supporting adjacency queries, it is well known [15] that a class of 2Ω(n1+ε)

n-vertex graphs must contain a member that requires labels of size Ω(nε). As there are 2Ω(n2) n
node graphs, we get a lower bound of Ω(n) on label length. Specific to our problem, we further
observe that any graph other than the complete graph must have Hamming distance at least γ for
some pair of nodes, which then requires length at least γ. Thus, there must exist some n node
graph requiring label length at least max{γ, n} ≥ 1

2(γ + n) = Ω(γ + n).
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Theorem 3. The required worst case label length for n node forests is Ω(γ + log n).

Proof. Consider the n node graph for which there are no adjacent nodes. To satisfy γ ≥ 1,
each label must be distinct, yielding a lower bound of log n. Further, each node must have a
Hamming distance of at least γ, and thus must have length at least γ for a total length of at least
max{γ, log n} = Ω(γ + log n).

An important tool that we will make use of repeatedly in our constructions is the following
equidistant code which is similar to the Hadamard codes from coding theory. The key property of
this code is that it yields short words such that every pair of strings in the code has the exactly
the same Hamming distance between them.

The Equidistant Code. To define the Equidistant code we first define a special type of string.
Consider a binary string S of length ` and an integer γ′ with ` a multiple of 2γ′ such that the wth

size 2γ′ word of S is either all 1’s or all 0’s. Then, define fγ′(S) to be the length ` binary string
with wth size 2γ′ word being γ′ 0’s followed by γ′ 1’s if the wth word of S is 0’s, and γ′ 1’s followed
by γ′ 0’s if the wth word of S is 1’s.

For a given n and γ, each powers of 2 with 2γ ≥ n, define the n element equidistant code
ED(n, γ) recursively as follows.

1. Define ED(21, γ) to be the 2 word code with S1 consisting of γ 0’s and S2 consisting of γ 1’s.

2. For i ≥ 1, define ED(2i+1, γ) as follows. Let ED(2i, γ) = 〈S1, S2, . . . , S2i〉. For j = 1 to
2i+1, let S′

j = Sj · 00 · · · 00 ( γ
2i 0’s) if j ≤ 2i and S′

j = f γ

2i
(Sj−2i) · 11 · · · 11 ( γ

2i 1’s) if j > 2i.

ED(2i+1, γ) is then 〈S′
1, · · ·S′

2i+1〉.

It is straightforward to argue inductively that ED(n, γ) is well defined for all powers of 2 with
2γ ≥ n. We will also use a slight variant of this code such that the length of each word is exactly
twice γ.

Balanced Equidistant Code. For a given n and γ, each powers of 2 with 2γ ≥ n, define the n
element balanced equidistant code EDB(n, γ) by appending 2γ

n 0’s to each Si ∈ ED(n, γ).

Theorem 4. Consider the codes ED(n, γ) and EDB(n, γ) for n and γ powers of 2 and 2γ ≥ n.
The following properties hold.

1. For any S ∈ ED(n, γ), length(S) = 2γ − 2γ
n .

2. For any non-equal Si, Sj ∈ ED(n, γ) (or any Si, Sj ∈ EDB(n, γ)), H(Si, Sj) = γ.

3. For any non-equal Si, Sj ∈ ED(n, γ), H(Si, S
c
j ) = γ − 2γ

n .

4. For any S ∈ EDB(n, γ), length(S) = 2γ.

5. Let FB(n, γ) = EDB(n, γ) \ {A1, . . . Ar} ∪ {Ac
1, . . . , A

c
r} for an arbitrary subset {A1, . . . Ar}

of EDB(n, γ). Then, properties 1 and 4 still hold for FB(n, γ).

6. The codes ED(n, γ) and EDB(n, γ) can be computed in time O(n·γ).

Proof of 1. We can show this for ED(2i+1, γ) by induction on i. For i = 0, 2γ − 2γ
n = γ, which is

equal to the length by definition. For i ≥ 1, the length ` for ED(2i+1, γ), by definition, is equal to
the length `′ for ED(2i, γ) plus γ

2i , which, by inductive hypothesis, is 2γ − 2γ
2i + γ

2i = 2γ − 2γ
2i+1 .

Proof of 2. Consider the following cases.
Case 1: i, j ≤ 2i. In this case the result follows by inductive hypothesis.
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Case 2: i, j > 2i. Since H(X, Y ) = H(f γ
2
(X), f γ

2
(Y )), the result follows by inductive hypothesis.

Case 3: i ≤ 2i, j > 2i. Note that for two length ` strings X and Y , H(X, f γ
2
(Y )) = `

2 . Thus,

by part 1 of the theorem, H(Si, Sj) = (2γ − 2γ
2i )/2 + γ

2i = γ. �
Proof of 3. This follows immediately from parts 2 and 1. �
Proof of 4. This follows from 1 and the definition of EDb(n, γ). �
Proof of 5. This follows from 2 and 4. �
Proof of 6. It is straightforward to compute ED(n, γ) in Θ(γn) time given ED(n

2 , γ). Thus, such
an algorithm achieves time T (n) = Θ(γn) + T (n

2 ) for a given n. The solution to this recurrence is
Θ(γn). �

3 Exact Labelings for Special Graphs

In constructing a γ-labeling for general graphs, we make use of a more restrictive type of satisfying
label called an exact labeling, as well as an inverted type of labeling. Such labelings can be combined
for a collection of graphs to obtain labelings for larger graphs. We consider two special types of
graphs in this section, matchings and star graphs, and show how to obtain short exact labelings for
each. These results are then applied in Section 4 by algorithms that decompose arbitrary graphs
into these special subgraphs efficiently, produce exact labelings for the subgraphs, and then combine
the labelings to get a labeling for the original graph.

Definition 5 (Exact Labeling). A γ-labeling σ of a graph G = (V,E) is said to be exact if
there exist integers α and β, β − α ≥ γ, such that for any two nodes u, v ∈ V it is the case that
H(σ(u), σ(v)) = α if (u, v) ∈ E, and H(σ(u), σ(v)) = β if (u, v) /∈ E. A labeling that only satisfies
H(σ(u), σ(v)) = α if (u, v) ∈ E, but H(σ(u), σ(v)) ≥ β if (u, v) /∈ E is called a lower exact labeling.

Definition 6 (Inverse Exact Labeling). A labeling σ of a graph G = (V,E) is said to be an
inverse exact labeling for value γ if there exist integers α and β, β − α ≥ γ, such that for any
two nodes u, v ∈ V it is the case that H(σ(u), σ(v)) = α if (u, v) /∈ E, and H(σ(u), σ(v)) = β if
(u, v) ∈ E.

Thus, the difference between an exact γ-labeling and a γ-labeling is that an exact labeling
requires the Hamming distance between adjacent vertices to be exactly α, rather than at most α,
and the distance between non-adjacent nodes to be exactly β, rather than at least β. An inverse
exact labeling is like an exact labeling except that it yields a large Hamming distance between
adjacent nodes, rather than a small Hamming distance.

We are interested in exact γ-labelings because the exact γ-labelings for a collection of graphs
can be concatenated to obtain a γ-labeling for their union. We define an edge decomposition as
follows.

Definition 7 (Edge Decomposition). Graphs G1, . . . , Gr where Gi = (Vi, Ei) are said to form
an edge decomposition of graph G = (V,E) if:

1. V = Vi for all i.

2. E =
⋃

i Ei.

Theorem 8. Consider a graph G with edge decomposition G1, . . . Gr. For each Gi let σi be a labeling
of Gi with length length(σi) = `i. Consider the labeling σ(v) = σ1(v) · σ2(v) · · ·σr(v) defined by
taking the concatenation of each of the labelings σ for each vertex in G. Then the following hold.

1. If each σi is an exact γi-labeling of Gi with thresholds αi and βi, then for γ = min{γi} the
labeling σ(v) is a γ-labeling of G with thresholds α =

∑
βi − γ and β =

∑
βi.
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2. If each σi is an inverse exact γi-labeling of Gi with thresholds αi and βi, then for γ = min{γi}
the labeling σ(v) is a γ-labeling of the complement graph G with thresholds α =

∑r
i=1 αi and

β =
∑r

i=1 αi + γ.

Proof of 1. Consider an arbitrary pair of vertices (u, v). If (u, v) /∈ E, then clearly H(σ(u), σ(v)) =∑r
i=1 βi = β. On the other hand, if (u, v) ∈ E, then for at least one j we know that (u, v) ∈ Ej .

Thus, we get that

H(σ(u), σ(v)) ≤
r∑

i=1

βi − βj + αj .

And since βj − αj ≥ γj ≥ γ, we get that

H(σ(u), σ(v)) ≤
r∑

i=1

βi − βj + βj − γ =
r∑

i=1

βi − γ = α.

�
Proof of 2. Consider an arbitrary pair of vertices (u, v). If (u, v) is an edge in G, then (u, v) is
not an edge in G, and so H(σ(u), σ(v)) =

∑r
i=1 αi = α. On the other hand, if (u, v) /∈ E, then

(u, v) ∈ E, and so for at least one j we know that (u, v) ∈ Ej . Thus, we get that

H(σ(u), σ(v)) ≥
r∑

i=1

αi − αj + βj ≥
r∑

i=1

αi + γ = β.

�
We now discuss how to obtain exact and inverse exact labelings for special classes of graphs. For

the classes of graphs we consider, it is surprising that we are able to achieve the same asymptotic
label lengths for exact labelings as for inverse exact labelings. In Section 4 we discuss algorithms
that decompose general graphs into these classes of graphs, obtain exact or inverse exact labelings,
and then combine them to obtain a satisfying labeling from Theorem 8.

3.1 Matchings

A graph G = (V,E) is said to be a matching if each connected component contains at most two
nodes. To obtain an exact labeling for a matching we use Algorithm 1 MatchingExact. To obtain
an exact inverse matching, we use Algorithm 2 InverseMatchingExact. The performance of these
algorithms is analyzed in Lemmas 9 and 10.

Algorithm 1 MatchingExact(G, γ)
1. Let γ′ = max(γ, n

2 ). Generate ED(n, γ′).

2. Assign a distinct string from ED(n, γ′) to each clique of G. That is, apply the labeling σ such
that for each v ∈ V , σ(v) ∈ ED(n, γ′) and σ(v) = σ(u) iff (v, u) ∈ E.

3. Output σ.

Lemma 9. Algorithm 1 MatchingExact(G, γ) obtains an exact γ-labeling with α = 0, β = max(γ, n
2 ),

and length = O(γ + n), in run time O(γn + n2).

Proof. The exact γ-labeling and length properties follow from parts 2 and 1 respectively of Theo-
rem 4. The run time is also clearly linear in the output size given part 6 of Theorem 4.
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Algorithm 2 InverseMatchingExact(G, γ)

1. Let γ′ = max(γ, n
2 ). Generate EDB(n, γ′).

2. Arbitrarily index the edges of E. For i = 1 to |E|, consider the ith edge (ui, vi):

(a) Set σ(ui)← Si.
(b) Set σ(vi)← Sc

i .

3. For each vertex v ∈ V that is not adjacent to an edge in E, set σ(v) ← Si for some Si in
EDB(n, γ′) that has not yet been assigned.

4. Output σ.

Lemma 10. Algorithm 2 InverseMatchingExact(G, γ) obtains an exact inverse labeling with α =
max(γ, n

2 ), β = 2 ·max(γ, n
2 ), and length = O(γ + n), in run time O(γn + n2).

Proof. The bound on length follows from part 4 of Theorem 4, the exact γ-labeling from parts 2
and 4, and the run time from part 6.

3.2 Star-graphs

A graph is a star graph if there exists a vertex c such that all edges in the graph are incident to c.
For such a graph, let A be the set of all vertices that are not adjacent to c and let B be the set of
vertices that are adjacent to c. Algorithm 3 StarExact obtains an exact γ-labeling for a star graph
G. (In fact, it achieves an exact 2γ-labeling. The length of the generated labeling could be reduced
by half by tightening this but is left for ease of explanation.) Figure 1 provides an example of the
labeling assigned by StarExact. Algorithm 4 InverseStarExact obtains an exact inverse γ-labeling
for a star graph G.

Algorithm 3 StarExact(G, γ)
1. Let γ′ = max(γ, n

2 ). Let x = min(γ, n
2 ). Arbitrarily index the n vertices of V as v1, v2, . . .,

vn with c = vn.

2. Set the first (n− 1)γ bits of σ(c) to be 0’s.

3. For each vertex vi 6= c, set the first (n− 1)γ bits to be all 0’s except for the ith size γ word
which is set to all 1’s.

4. Append γ 1’s to σ(a) for each a ∈ A and γ 0’s to σ(b) and σ(c) for each b ∈ B.

5. For each vi ∈ A or vi = c append x copies of Sc
i to σ(vi) where Si is the ith string in ED(γ′, n).

6. For each vi ∈ B append x copies of Si ∈ ED(γ′, n) to σ(vi).

7. Output σ.

Lemma 11. Algorithm 3 StarExact(G, γ) obtains an exact γ-labeling for a Star graph G with
α = γn

2 , β = 2γ + γn
2 and length = O(γn), in run time O(γn2).

Proof. We will first show the stated word length is achieved, followed by the stated α and β values,
and finally the stated run time complexity.

(Length) Step 1 of StarExact does not append any length to strings. Steps 2, 3, and 4 append
a total of exactly nγ bits to each of the n output strings. From Theorem 4, each Si from ED(n, γ′)
has length 2γ′ − 2γ′

n . Thus, steps 5 and 6 together append exactly x · (2γ′ − 2γ′

n ) < 2xγ′ =
2 ·max{n

2 , γ} ·min{n
2 , γ} = γn. The total length is thus length(σ) < 2nγ = O(nγ).
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Algorithm 4 InverseStarExact(G, γ)
1. Let γ′ = max(γ, n

2 ). Let x = min(γ, n
2 ). Arbitrarily index the n vertices of V as v1, v2, . . .,

vn with c = vn.

2. Set the first 2γ bits of σ(c) to be 0’s.

3. For each vertex vi ∈ B, set the first 2γ bits of σ(vi) to be 1’s.

4. For each vertex vi ∈ A, set the first γ bits of σ(vi) to be 1’s and the second γ bits of σ(vi) to
be 0’s.

5. For each vi ∈ B or vi = c append x copies of Sc
i to σ(vi) where Si is the ith string in ED(γ′, n).

6. For each vi ∈ A append x copies of Si ∈ ED(γ′, n) to σ(vi).

7. Output σ.

1111000000000000000000000000

γ  1's

0000111100000000000000000000
0000000011110000000000000000
0000000000001111000000000000
0000000000000000111100000000
0000000000000000000011110000
0000000000000000000000001111
0000000000000000000000000000c

B

A

(n-2)γ  0's

1111
1111
1111

0000

0000
0000
0000
0000

γ  1's

S1
c

S2
c

S3
c

S4
S5
S6
S7
S8

c

X copies

S1
c

S2
c

S3
c

S4
S5
S6
S7
S8

c

S1
c

S2
c

S3
c

S4
S5
S6
S7
S8

c

S1
c

S2
c

S3
c

S4
S5
S6
S7
S8

c

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

A B

c

(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) A star graph and (b) its corresponding exact labeling.

(α and β) To show that the Hamming distance between each pair of strings satisfies the α and
β requirement, consider two arbitrary vertices v, u ∈ V . There are five cases to consider.

Case 1: v, u ∈ A. From steps 3 and 4 a distance of 2γ is obtained. From step 5 an additional
distance of exactly x times the Hamming distance between two distinct words from ED(n, γ′) is
added, which is exactly x · γ′ = γn

2 from Theorem 4. This yields a total Hamming distance of
2γ + γn

2 .
Case 2: v, u ∈ B. The analysis is the same as for case 1.
Case 3: v ∈ A, u ∈ B. Step 3 provides a Hamming distance of exactly 2γ. Step 4 adds an

additional γ distance. By part 3 of Theorem 4 steps 5 and 6 add a Hamming distance of exactly
x · (γ′ − 2γ′

n ). To finish the calculation, consider two subcases.

1. γ ≥ n
2 . In this case x · (γ′ − 2γ′

n ) = n
2 (γ − 2γ

n ) = γn
2 − γ. The total Hamming distance is thus

H(u, v) = 2γ + γn
2 .

2. γ < n
2 . In this case x · (γ′ − 2γ′

n ) = γ · (n
2 − 1) = γn

2 − γ. The total Hamming distance is thus
H(u, v) = 2γ + γn

2 .

Case 4: v ∈ A, u = c. Steps 2, 3, and 4 create a Hamming distance of exactly 2γ. By Theorem 4,
step 5 adds another x · γ′ = γn

2 Hamming distance for a total of 2γ + γn
2 .

Case 5: v ∈ B, u = c. Steps 2, 3, and 4 create a Hamming distance of exactly γ. Steps 5 and
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6 add an additional x · (γ′ − 2γ′

n ). As shown previously in cases 3.1 and 3.2, this value is always
equal to γn

2 − γ, yielding a total Hamming distance of exactly γn
2 .

(Time Complexity) The time complexity of Steps 1, 2 and 4 are clearly dominated by that
of step 3 which takes Θ(n2γ). By Theorem 4 steps 5 and 6 each take O(γn) time to compute
ED(n, γ). The rest of steps 5 and 6 are linear to the number of total bits appended for a total of
O(n·x · γ′) = O(n2γ). Finally, Step 7 is bounded by the size of the output O(n2γ) which is assured
by the bound on the length of the labeling proven above. The total time complexity is thus O(n2γ).

Lemma 12. Algorithm 4 InverseStarExact(G, γ) obtains an exact inverse γ-labeling for a Star
graph G with α = γn

2 , β = 2γ + γn
2 and length = O(γn), in run time O(γn2).

Proof. The run time complexity and word length analysis is essentially the same as for Lemma 11.
To show the γ-labeling is achieved, consider two arbitrary vertices v, u ∈ V and the following five
cases.

Case 1: v, u ∈ A. σ(u) and σ(v) are identical except for the appendage from step 6 which
yields, by Theorem 4 part 2, a Hamming distance of x · γ′ = γn

2 = α.
Case 2: v, u ∈ B. By Theorem 4 parts 2 and 5, the Hamming distance is exactly x ·γ′ = γn

2 = α.
Case 3: v ∈ A, u ∈ B. From steps 3 and 4 a Hamming distance of exactly γ is obtained. By

part 3 of Theorem 4 steps 5 and 6 add an additional distance of exactly x(γ′ − 2γ′

n ) = γn
2 − γ, for

a total distance of exactly γn
2 = α.

Case 4: v ∈ A, u = c. The analysis is identical to that of Case 3.
Case 5: v ∈ B, u = c. Steps 2 and 3 create a Hamming distance of exactly 2γ. Step 5, by

parts 2 and 5 of Theorem 4, add an additional xγ′ = γn
2 distance. The total is thus 2γ+ γn

2 = β.

4 Labeling General Graphs

To obtain a γ-labeling for a general graph, we decompose either the graph or its complement into a
collection of star and matching subgraphs. We then apply Lemmas 9 and 11 or Lemmas 10 and 12
to obtain exact or exact inverse labelings for these subgraphs, and then apply Theorem 8 to obtain
a γ-labeling for the original graph. We first consider Algorithm 5 MatchingDecomposition that
decomposes the general graph G into a collection of matchings.

4.1 Matching Decomposition

Lemma 13. An edge decomposition of a graph G = (V,E) into maximal matchings contains Θ(D)
graphs where D is the maximum degree of any vertex in G.

Proof. For any vertex, since each matching could contain only one of its incident edges, the number
of matchings in a decompositions is Ω(D).

For the upper bound, we will prove that the maximum number of maximal matchings in the
decomposition of a graph G is at most 2·D − 1. Suppose we remove a maximal set of edges which
form a matching in successive rounds of decomposition. We will argue that each edge (x, y) ∈ E
will be included in some decomposition within 2D − 1 rounds. Since each round of decomposition
computes a maximal matching M ′, (x, y) /∈ M ′ only if either x or y is an endpoint of an edge in
M ′. In the former case, one of the edges incident to x is included in M ′. Since x is incident to at
most D edges, this case can occur in at most D − 1 rounds. Similarly, the latter case can occur in
at most D−1 rounds. Therefore, the two cases can occur in at most 2·D−2 rounds. Consequently,
in 2·D − 1 rounds, (x, y) is included in some decomposition.
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Algorithm 5 MatchingDecomposition(G, γ) yields a γ-labeling σ of G with length(σ) = O(D·(γ+
n)). For dense graphs whose vertices are all of high degree, MatchingDecomposition(G, γ) can be
modified to decompose the complement graph G into maximal matchings and apply the routine
InverseMatchingExact to obtain a length bound of O(D · (γ + n)) where D is the maximum degree
of any vertex in G. We thus get the following result.

Algorithm 5 MatchingDecomposition(G = (V,E), γ)
1. Decompose G into maximal matchings M1, . . . ,Mr.

2. For each matching Mi, generate an exact labeling σi = MatchingExact(Mi, γ).

3. For every vertex v, σ(v) = σ1(v) · σ2(v) · · ·σr(v).

4. Output σ.

Theorem 14. For any graph G and γ, there exists a γ-labeling σ of G with length(σ) = O(D̂γ+D̂n)
that can be computed in time complexity O(γD̂n + D̂n2) where D̂ is the smaller between the size of
the maximum degree vertex in G and the maximum degree vertex in G.

Proof. Let D denote the size of the maximum degree node in G and D′ denote the size of the
maximum degree node in G. To obtain such a labeling, apply Algorithm 5 MatchingDecomposition
if D ≤ D′. If D > D′, apply a modified version of Algorithm 5 MatchingDecomposition to the
complement graph G in which step 2 assigns an inverse exact labeling to each matching according
to Algorithm 2 InverseMatchingExact. Thus, by Theorem 8 a γ-labeling is obtained for G in
either case. To bound the length, note that the labeling for each matching has length O(γ + n) by
Lemmas 9 and 10. Further, by Lemma 13 the total number of matchings is at most D̂, yielding a
total label length of O(D̂γ + D̂n). The bound on run time follows from Lemmas 9 and 10.

4.2 Hybrid Decomposition (Star Destroyer)

The next algorithm for obtaining a γ-labeling for a general graph adds the star decomposition to
the basic matching algorithm. The intuition is that, from Theorem 14, the matching algorithm
may perform poorly even if there are just a few very high and very low degree vertices in the graph.
In that case, we can use the Star labeling to efficiently get rid of either the high or the low degree
vertices, and then finish off with the matching algorithm.

Theorem 15. For any graph G and γ, Algorithm 6 StarDestroyer(G, γ) yields a γ-labeling σ
of G with length(σ) = O(

√
γm̂2n + γm̂n2) in time complexity O(

√
γm̂2n3 + γm̂n4) where m̂ =

min{|E|, |E−1|}.

Proof. It is straightforward to see that the run time is linear in the output size. To show that
the output labeling σ is a γ-labeling, we observe that σ(v) for each vertex is the concatenation of
labelings from StarExact from step 2 and MatchingExact from step 3. From Lemmas 9, 11, and
Theorem 8, this thus yields a γ-labeling of G.

To bound the length of the words, note that the while loop of step 2 can only execute at most m̂
x

times. Thus, from Lemma 11, the length of each string σ(v) after step 2 is at most O( m̂γn
x ). After

step 2, we know the degree of the graph is bounded by x, and thus know from Theorem 14 that the

added length from step 3 is bounded by O(x · (γ + n)). By choosing x =
√

m̂γn
m̂+n to balance these

two terms a total length of length(σ) = O( m̂γn
x +x · (γ +n)) = O(

√
γm̂2n + γm̂n2) is achieved.
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Algorithm 6 StarDestroyer(G = (V,E), γ)

1. If |E| > |E|, then set INV← true and G′ ← (V,E). Else, set INV← false and G′ ← (V,E).

2. Let m′ = min{|E|, |E′|}. Set x←
√

m′γn
m′+n .

3. While ∃v ∈ V such that deg(v) > x among edges in E′ Do:

(a) Let T denote the star graph consisting of vertex set V and the subset of E′ consisting
of all edges incident to v.

(b) If INV= false, then compute the exact labeling σ′ = StarExact(T, γ).
(c) Else, compute the exact inverse labeling σ′ = InverseStarExact(T, γ).
(d) For each u ∈ V , set σ(u)← σ(u).σ′(u)
(e) Remove all edges incident to v from G′.

4. If INV= false, then set σ′ = MatchingDecomposition((V,E′), γ).

5. Else set σ′ = InverseMatchingDecomposition((V,E′), γ).

6. For each vertex v ∈ V , set σ(v) = σ(v).σ′(v).

7. Output σ.

5 Trees and Forests

In this section we consider input graphs that are trees or forests and show that we are able to
obtain substantially smaller labelings than what is possible for general graphs. For a collection of
trees with a special type of γ-labeling, we show how to combine the collection into a single special
γ-labeled tree. Thus, using recursive separators for trees we provide a recursive algorithm for tree
labeling that achieves a length of O(γD log n) where D is the largest degree node in the tree.

We then show how to improve this bound with a more sophisticated algorithm that assigns
labels efficiently to paths as a base case, and recurses on the number of leaves in the tree rather
than the number of nodes to achieve a length of O(γD log f + max{γD log( n

γD ), 0}) where f is
the number of leaves in the tree. Note that this second bound is always at least as good as the
first, and for trees with few leaves but high γ, is better. For example, consider the class of graphs
consisting of log n′ length n′

log n′ paths, each connected on one end to a single node v. The number
of nodes in this graph is n = n′ +1, the highest degree node has degree D = log n′, and the number
of leaves is f = log n′. For γ = n

log n′ , the first bound yields ` = O(n log n) while the second yields
` = O(n log log n).

5.1 Combining Trees

To make our recursive algorithms work, we need a way to take labelings from different trees and
efficiently create a labeling for the tree resulting from combing the smaller trees into one. To do
this, we will make use of a special type of γ-labeling.

Definition 16 (Lower Bounded Labeling). A γ-labeling σ is said to be a lower bounded γ-
labeling with respect to αa, αb, and β, αa ≤ αb < β, β − αb ≥ γ if for any two nodes v and u,
αa ≤ H(σ(v), σ(u)) ≤ αb if v and u are adjacent, and H(σ(v), σ(u)) ≥ β if they are not adjacent.

Given a collection of lower bounded labelings for trees, we can combine the labelings into a
new lower bounded labeling with the same parameters according to Lemma 17. See Figure 2 for
an illustration of Algorithm 7 CombineTrees. For the rest of this section, we will be dealing with
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a parameter D′ which will be an upper bound on the maximum degree value of the input graph
such that D′ + 1 is a power of 2 greater than 2.
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0011
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 .S1

 .S1  .S1
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.S3

.S3

.S3

.S5
c
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Figure 2: Given a lower bounded γ-labeling for four trees as shown, Algorithm CombineTrees
first shifts the labeling so that the label for the root of each of the trees is all 0’s. Then, Si ∈
ED(D′ + 1, γ(D′+1)

2 ) is appended to the label of each node in the ith tree. To the central node is
appended the complement of a final distinct string Sc

D′+1.

Lemma 17 (Combining Trees). Consider a vertex v in a tree T of degree t. Suppose for each
of the t subtrees of v we have a corresponding length at most ` lower bounded γ-labeling σi with
β = γ(D′+1)

2 , αb = β − γ, and αa = γ for some D′ ≥ max{t, 2}, D′ + 1 a power of 2. Then,
Algorithm 7 CombineTrees(T, v, {σi}ti=1) computes a lower bounded γ-labeling with the same αa,
αb, and β values and length `′ ≤ ` + γD′.

Proof. Let T1, . . . Tt denote the t subtrees of v, σ denote the output labeling from CombineTrees(T,
v, {σi}ti=1), and ` denote the largest label size from the t labelings σi. First note that the resultant
length of σ is ` plus the length of the words in ED(D′ + 1, γ(D′+1)

2 ) = γD′ (Theorem 4), which
yields a total length of `′ = ` + γD′.

To show that CombineTrees preserves the lower bounded γ-labeling, consider two arbitrary
vertices x and y in T . By a case analysis we will show that the Hamming distance between σ(x)
and σ(y) always satisfies the specified lower bounded labeling. Without loss of generality, it is
sufficient to consider the following 3 cases.

Case 1: x and y are both in the tree Ti for some i. In this case, the Hamming distance between
σ(x) and σ(y) has not changed, and thus the preservation of the lower bounded labeling follows by
assumption.

Case 2: x is in Ti, y is in Tj , i 6= j. As Si is appended to x and Sj to y, the Hamming distance
between σ(x) and σ(y) by Theorem 4 is at least β, which is consistent with the lower bounded
labeling as x and y cannot be adjacent.

Case 3: x is in Ti, and y = v.

• Case 3.1: x is adjacent to y = v. In this case, σ(x) and σ(y) are equal (all 0’s) except
for the final appendage of Si to σ(x) and Sc

D′+1 to σ(y). The Hamming distance is thus
β − 2β

D′+1 = β − γ by Theorem 4 which is equal to αb, thus satisfying the lower bounded
labeling.

• Case 3.2: x is not adjacent to y = v. By assumption, σi attains the specified lower bounded
labeling. Thus, σi(x) must have distance at least αa from the root vi of Ti. And as the
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Algorithm 7 CombineTrees(T = (V,E), v, {σi}ti=1)
Input:

1. A degree t vertex v in tree T with t ≤ D′.

2. An αa = γ, αb = γ(D′−1)
2 , β = γ(D′+1)

2 lower bounded γ-labeling σi for each subtree of v.

Output: An αa = γ, αb = γ(D′−1)
2 , β = γ(D′+1)

2 lower bounded γ-labeling of T .

1. For each labeling σi, append 0’s such that length(σi) = maxi=1...t{length(σi)}.
2. For each of the child trees T1, . . . Tt of v, do

(a) Let vi be the vertex in Ti adjacent to v and let vi,j denote the value of the jth character
of σi(vi). For each u ∈ Ti, u 6= vi, invert the jth character of σi(u) if vi,j = 1.

(b) Set σi(vi) to all 0’s.

3. Let σ(v) be maxi=1...t{length(σi)} 0’s concatenated with Sc
t+1 ∈ ED(D′ + 1, γ(D′+1)

2 ). Let
σ(u) = σi(u) for each u ∈ Ti.

4. For i = 1 to t

(a) For each u ∈ Ti, σ(u)← σ(u) · Si for Si ∈ ED(D′ + 1, γ(D′+1)
2 ).

5. Output σ.

labeling σi is shifted in Step 2 of the algorithm so that the label of vi is identical to that
of v = y, the first part of σi(x) with out the appended Si must have Hamming distance at
least αa from σ(y). Finally, the strings Si and Sc

D′+1 add an additional distance of β − γ
(Theorem 4), for a total distance of at least αa + β − γ = β.

5.2 Node Based Recursion

Define a node separator for a graph to be a node such that its removal leaves the largest sized
connected component with at most dn2 e vertices. Given Lemma 17 and the well known fact that
every tree has a node separator, we are able to label a tree by first finding a separator, then
recursively labeling the separated subtrees using lower bounded labeling parameters αa = γ, αb =
γ(D′−1)

2 , and β = γ(D′+1)
2 for D′ = O(D). Since it is trivial to obtain a lower bounded labeling

satisfying such αa, αb, and β for a constant sized base case tree, we can obtain a O(γD log n) bound
on length of labelings for trees.

We can then extend this to a t tree forest by creating t length γ(D′+1)
2 log t length strings such

that each pair of strings has Hamming distance at least γ(D′+1)
2 and appending a distinct string to

the nodes of each forest. This yields the following result.

Theorem 18 (Node Recursive Forest). Given a forest F with maximum degree D, and an
integer γ and a γ-labeling of F with length O(γD log n) can be constructed in time O(nγD log2 n).

Proof. Let D′ be the smallest integer greater or equal to the maximum degree of any node in the
input graph such that (D′ + 1) is a power of 2 greater than 2. Now, assuming at first that F
is a tree, consider the simple recursive algorithm for computing a lower bounded γ-labeling with
β = γ(D′+1)

2 , αb = β − γ, and αa = γ. As a base case, it is simple to attain the desired lower
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bounded labeling for a graph that is a path of only one or two nodes. For larger graphs, we simply
find a node separator, which can be done in time O(n), recursively solve for the subtrees of the
separator, and combine using Lemma 17. By Lemma 17, the increase in length of the labeling for
each combination of trees is O(γD′), yielding a total length of O(γD′ log n) = O(γD log n).

To extend this to a t tree forest, we first apply the described algorithm to each tree of the
forest, and then append a distinct string to each tree from a set of words such that each pair
of distinct words has a Hamming distance of at least β. This can be done trivially by attaching
length O(β log t) = O(γD log n) strings, which does not increase the length complexity or run time
complexity beyond what is achieved for trees.

(Time Complexity) We bound the work done for each node as follows. Since each node has
a label of length `, for every run of the CombineTree algorithm the work done on a node in the
input to the algorithm is O(`). Since the size of the tree a node belongs to is at least doubled
when the tree is combined by Algorithm CombineTree, the number of times any node participates
in CombineTree is O(log n). Therefore the total work done for any node is O(` log n) which gives
a total runtime of O(n` log n) = O(nγD log2 n).

5.3 Leaf Based Recursion

We now describe a more sophisticated recursive algorithm for labeling trees that makes use of
recursion based on the number of leaves in the tree rather than the number of nodes. The key idea
is that we can efficiently label paths using a combination of recursion for large paths and equidistant
codes for shorter paths. Thus, we recursively break down the tree into trees with smaller numbers
of leaves until we reach the base case of a path for which we employ our efficient path labeling
algorithm.

Path Labeling. As a base case for our recursive algorithm, according to Lemma 17, we want to be
able to produce a short lower bounded γ-labeling for a path graph with β = γ(D′+1)

2 , αb = γ(D′−1)
2 ,

and αa ≥ γ for any given D′. When called from the tree algorithm, D′ will be on the order of the
maximum degree of any node in the input tree. The Path algorithm will achieve αa = β

2 ≥ γ to
satisfy the desired constraints. The reason for this choice of αa is that it is a power of 2, which
is necessary for our algorithm. The basic structure of the Path algorithm is that it uses recursion
based on node separators and Lemma 17 until the path is sufficiently short. Then, a labeling based
on the equidistant code is used. Recursive Algorithm 8 Path achieves the following result.

Lemma 19. For D′ ≥ 3, D′ + 1 a power of 2, and path P , Algorithm 8 Path(P, γ,D′) generates
a lower bounded γ-labeling σ of P with αa = γ(D′+1)

4 , αb = γ(D′−1)
2 , β = γ(D′+1)

2 , and length(σ) =
O(max{γD′ log( n

γD′ ), γD′}) in time O(n·(max{γD′ log2( n
γD′ ), γD′})).

Proof. For paths of length at most 2γ(D′ + 1) − 1, Step 1 assigns each node a label of length
O(γD) from Theorem 4. The Hamming distance between two adjacent nodes is the Hamming
distance between two words in the equidistant code ED(γ(D′ + 1), γ(D′+1)

4 ) which is γ(D′+1)
4 . The

Hamming distance between non adjacent nodes is twice the Hamming distance between two words
in ED(γ(D′ + 1), γ(D′+1)

4 ) which is γ(D′+1)
2 . Therefore, the specified lower bounded γ-labeling is

achieved for the base case.
For longer paths with n nodes, Algorithm 8 Path breaks the path into two paths of length n

2
and finds the labeling for each recursively. The labeling for the original path is then found using
Algorithm 7 CombineTree which increases the label length by O(γD′). The depth of recursion is
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Algorithm 8 Path(P = 〈v1, . . . vn〉, γ,D′)
1. If n ≤ 2γ(D′ + 1)− 1 then

(a) Compute S1, . . . Sγ(D′+1) ∈ ED(γ(D′ + 1), γ(D′+1)
4 ).

(b) For i = 1 to γ(D′ + 1)− 1 do
i. σ(v2i−1)← Si.Si

ii. σ(v2i)← Si.Si+1

(c) σ(v2γ(D′+1)−1)← Sγ(D′+1).Sγ(D′+1)

(d) Output σ.

2. Else

(a) Let P1 = 〈v1, . . . , vn
2
−1〉, P2 = 〈vn

2
+1 . . . , vn〉.

(b) σ1 ←Path(P1, γ,D′), σ2 ←Path(P2, γ,D′).
(c) Output CombineTrees(P, vn

2
, {σ1, σ2}).

O(log n
γD′ ) and using Lemma 17 the increase in length of the labeling for each combination of trees

is O(γD′), yielding a total length of O(max{γD′ log( n
γD′ ), γD′}).

Analysis of time complexity is similar to that of Theorem 18. Each node has a label of length
O(max{γD′ log( n

γD′ ), γD′}) and participates in CombineTree O(log( n
γD′ ) times. Therefore the total

runtime is O(n·(max{γD′ log2( n
γD′ ), γD′ log( n

γD′ })).

5.3.1 Leaf Recursive Tree Algorithm

The leaf recursive tree algorithm recursively reduces the number of leaves in the tree until the
input is a simple path, for which Algorithm Path can be used. For a tree T with f leaves, a
leaf separator is a node such that its removal reduces the largest number of leaves in any of the
remaining connected components to at most bf2 c+ 1. We start by observing that every tree must
have a leaf separator.

Lemma 20. Every tree has a leaf separator.

Proof. The proof is by construction. Consider an arbitrary tree T with f leaves. Removing any
node u in T could lead to at most one connected component with more than bf2 c + 1 leaves. Let
that component be called the offending component of u. For any node which is not a leaf separator
with the offending component having g leaves and h nodes, we will find a node which is either
a leaf separator or whose offending component has at most g leaves and h − 1 nodes. Since any
component with at most bf2 c + 2 nodes could have at most bf2 c + 1 leaves, repeating this process
will eventually find a leaf separator.

Consider an arbitrary node u in T . Let the adjacent nodes to u in T be v1, . . . , vr. Consider
the r trees T1, . . . , Tr obtained by removing u from T where Ti is the tree containing vi. If all these
trees have at most bf2 c+1 leaves we are done. Otherwise, note that only one of them can have more
than bf2 c+ 1 leaves. Without loss of generality, let T1 be the tree with g leaves where g > bf2 c+ 1
leaves.

Now consider removing v1 from T . Of the trees obtained by this removal, note that the tree
containing u will have at most bf2 c+ 1 leaves and of the rest at most one could have greater than
bf2 c+ 1 leaves. Let that tree be T ′. Note that number of leaves in T ′ is at most g and the number
of nodes in T ′ is strictly less than that in T1.
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Note that a leaf separator always reduces the number of leaves in a tree unless there are only
2 leaves, in which case the tree is a path which can be handled according to Lemma 19. Having
removed a leaf separator and recursively solved for the sub trees, we can then apply Lemma 17 to
finish the labeling. The details of the algorithm are given as follows. Here, the input parameter D′

is the smallest integer such that D′ + 1 is a power of 2 and D′ is at least the degree of the highest
degree node in the tree, or 3 in the case of an input path.

Algorithm 9 Tree(T = (V,E), γ,D′)
1. If Deg(T ) ≤ 2, then output Path(T, γ, D′).

2. Else

(a) Find a leaf separator v for T .
(b) For each of the child trees T1, . . . Tt of v, σi ←Tree(Ti, γ,D′).
(c) Output CombineTrees(T, v, {σi}ti=1).

Theorem 21 (Trees). Consider a tree T with f leaves and integer D′ = 2j−1 ≥ max{deg(T ), 3}.
Then, Algorithm 9 Tree(T, γ, D′) computes a length O(γD′ log f+max{γD′ log( n

γD′ ), 0}) γ-labeling
of T in time complexity O(n·(γD′ log2 f + max{γD′ log2( n

γD′ ), 0})).

Proof. This follows from Lemma 17, Lemma 19 and Lemma 20.

To extend this result to a forest of trees T1 · · ·Tt, we can use Tree(Ti, γ,D′) for each individual
tree. We can then append a distinct string from a set of t strings to each tree such that the distance
between any two strings is at least β = γ(D′+1)

2 . Deterministically we can achieve such a set of
strings trivially using additional length O(γD log t) where D = deg(T ). Alternately, we can use
elements of ED(t, β) for an additional length of O(t+γD). These approaches yield the the following
theorem.

Theorem 22 (Leaf Recursive Forest). There exists a deterministic algorithm that produces a
length O(min{t, γD log t}+γD log f +max{γD log( n

γD ), 0}) γ-labeling for an input forest F in time
complexity O(n·(min{t, γD log t}+γD log2 f +max{γD log2( n

γD ), 0})), where D = deg(F ), f is the
largest number of leaves in any of the trees in F , and t is the number of trees in F .

Proof. To achieve this for a given forest F , we can first label each tree in F using Theorem 21.
We can then append strings of 0’s to make all labels of equal length. This yields label length
O(γD log f+max{γD log( n

γD ), 0}). Next, to obtain a γ-labeling for F , we can append a distinct
string Si from a list 〈S1, . . . St〉 to each of the t trees in F such that each distinct Si and Sj

has hamming distance at least γD. A satisfactory list of strings Si of length O(γD log t) can be
obtained trivially. Alternately, a set of length O(γD + t) can be obtained by using the equidistant
code according to Theorem 4. We thus get a total length bound of O(min{t, γD log t}+γD log f +
max{γD log( n

γD ), 0}). The time complexity bound follows from Theorems 21 and 4.

Alternately, we can use randomization to append shorter strings to each tree and avoid an
increase in complexity. Kao et al.[16] showed that with high probability, a set of n uniformly
generated random binary strings has Hamming distance at least x between any two words with
high probability for words of length at least 10(x + log n). Thus, we can produce a γ-labeling for
a forest by first finding a labeling for each tree, making the length of the labels equal, and finally
picking a random string of length 10(β + log n) for each tree and appending the string to each of
the nodes in the tree. We thus get the following result.
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Theorem 23 (Randomized Forest). There exists a randomized algorithm that produces a length
O(γD log f +max{γD log( n

γD ), 0}) γ-labeling for an input forest F with probability at least 1− 1
n+2γ ,

in time complexity O(n·(γD log f + max{γD log( n
γD ), 0})), where D = deg(F ), and f is the largest

number of leaves in any of the trees in F .

Proof. This is achieved in exactly the same fashion as in Theorem 22 except that the set S =
{S1, . . . , St} can be constructed using randomized algorithms as described in [16] which yields
words of length O(γD + log t) in O(t(γD + log t)) time. Note that both the γD and log t terms of
the added length are absorbed by the length complexity for building a single tree.

6 Distance Labeling, Rings and Paths

In this section we initiate the study of distance labelings for graphs using Hamming distance by
generalizing the flexible word design problem. We show how this problem can be solved efficiently
for a certain class of ring (rings are paths such that the first and last vertices of the path are
adjacent) by applying some basic properties of hypercube traversal. We then show how this can
be extended to obtain efficient distance labelings for all paths as well as a γ-labeling for any ring.
We also note that even distance labeling for simple graphs such as paths may already have use in
the application of DNA computing to digital signal processing.

Definition 24 ((k, γ)-labeling). A labeling σ of a graph G is said to be a (k, γ)-labeling if there
exist non-negative integers α1, . . . , αk, β1, . . . , βk such that βi − αi ≥ γ and for each pair of nodes
u, v in G, if the distance d =dist(u, v) ≤ k, then βd−1 ≤ H(σ(u), σ(v)) ≤ αd, and if d > k, then
βk ≤ H(σ(u), σ(v)). A (k, γ)-labeling is said to be lower exact if H(σ(u), σ(v)) = αd for d ≤ k.

The goal of distance labeling is then to take as input a graph G and integers γ and k and output
a (k, γ)-labeling of G. Note that for k = 1, this is the standard flexible word design problem. For
the case of rings and paths, we have the following lower bound.

Theorem 25. The required label length for (k, γ)-labelings for both the class of n-vertex rings and
the class of n-vertex paths is Ω(γk + log n).

Proof. For n ≥ 3 each label must be distinct, thus yielding a bound of Ω(log n). Further, given
k ≤ n

2 for rings and k ≤ n for paths there must be two nodes of distance at least k. The labels
for these vertices must have Hamming distance, and thus length, of at least Ω(kγ) yielding a total
bound of Ω(kγ + log n).

Our algorithms in this section make use of the following basic property concerning the traversal
of nodes in a hypercube. Define a Hamiltonian cycle of a graph to be a path such that each vertex
is visited exactly once, and the first and last vertex visited are adjacent.

Lemma 26. For every degree d hypercube Hd and even integer q = 2j, there exists a size q subgraph
H ′ of Hd such that H ′ has a Hamiltonian cycle p. Further, given d and q, such a path p can be
computed in time O(2d).

Proof. To show this, consider the algorithm HyperHamiltonian(Hd, q) to compute such of length q
Hamiltonian path H ′ from a degree d hypercube Hd.

The correctness of HyperHamiltonian can be shown by induction on d. The base case of d = 1
is clear. Inductively assume that HyperHamiltonian is correct for d− 1. We then get by inductive
hypothesis that ai is adjacent to ai+1 and bi is adjacent to bi+1 for i = 1 to q

2 − 1. And by design
a q

2
is adjacent to b q

2
. The output is thus a Hamiltonian path of Hd.
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Algorithm 10 HyperHamiltonian(Hd, q)
1. If d = 1, output any q node path.

2. Else

(a) Divide Hd into the two subgraphs Hd−1
a and Hd−1

b that are each degree d−1 hypercubes.

(b) Let 〈a1, . . . , ad−1〉 ← HyperHamiltonian(Hd−1
a , q

2) and bi be the unique vertex in Hd−1
b

that is adjacent to ai.
(c) Output 〈a1, . . . , a q

2
, b q

2
, . . . b1〉.

To analyze the run time, let T (d) denote the worst case run time of the algorithm for a degree d
hypercube input. We see that T (1) = c for a constant c, and for larger d, T (d) ≤ Θ(2d)+T (d− 1).
Solving this recurrence yields T (d) = O(2d).

By thinking of the set of all length d binary strings as a graph such that strings are adjacent iff
they have Hamming distance of 1, we have the degree d hypercube. Lemma 26 thus gives a way to
produce an ordering for an even number of strings such that each consecutive pair has Hamming
distance 1, and the first and last strings have Hamming distance 1. Our approach uses this to
efficiently obtain a lower exact (k, γ)-labeling for rings that are of length a multiple of 2(k + 1).
With this result we can then obtain short (k, γ)-labelings for any length path or γ-labelings for any
length ring.

Algorithm 11 SpecialRing(R = 〈v1, . . . vn〉, k, γ)
Input:

• Integer k ≤ n
2 − 1.

• An n vertex ring R with n = (k + 1)2w for integer w ≥ 1.

Output: A lower exact (k, γ)-labeling of R with with αi = iγ.

1. Compute length dlog 2we strings S1, . . . S2w such that H(S1, S2w) = H(Si, Si+1) = 1 for i = 1
to 2w − 1 (see Lemma 26).

2. For i = 1 to k + 1, S′
i ← S1 · · ·S1 (i copies) ·S2w · · ·S2w(k + 1− i copies)

3. For i = k + 2 to n, S′
i ← Sd i

k+1
e · Sd i−1

k+1
e · · ·Sd i−k

k+1
e

4. σ(vi)← S′
i · S′

i · · · ·S′
i (γ copies) for i = 1 to n′.

5. Output σ.

Theorem 27. For integers n, k, and γ such that n
k+1 is a positive even integer, Algorithm 11

SpecialRing(R, k, γ) produces a length O(kγ log n
k ) lower exact (k, γ)-labeling for the ring R with

αi = iγ in time O(nkγ log n
k ).

Proof. The bound on label length and run time is straightforward. To show correctness, consider
two arbitrary labels S′

i ·S′
i · · ·S′

i and S′
j ·S′

j · · ·S′
j with dist(S′

i, S
′
j) = r, j ≥ i. For simplicity, assume

i ≥ k + 2.
To determine H(S′

i, S
′
j), consider the xth size dlog 2we words S′

i,x and S′
j,x taken from S′

i and
S′

j respectively. We know that

S′
i,x = Sd i−x

k+1
e and S′

j,x = Sd i+r−x
k+1

e.
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Further, note that

d i− x

k + 1
e =

{
d i−x

k+1e : x < i mod (k + 1)
d i−x

k+1e − 1 : x ≥ i mod (k + 1)

d i + r − x

k + 1
e =

{
d i−x

k+1e : x− r < i mod (k + 1)
d i−x

k+1e − 1 : x− r ≥ i mod (k + 1)

Thus,

S′
i,x = S′

j,x ⇐⇒ x < i mod (k + 1) ∨ x ≥ i mod (k + 1) + r.

Thus, the Hamming distance between the xth words is non-zero for exactly r words. If r ≤ k, each
of these words has Hamming distance exactly 1, for a total of exactly Hamming distance r. For
r > k, the Hamming distance is at least k + 1. A similar argument applies if i ≤ k + 1. Thus,
H(S′

i ·S′
i · · ·S′

i, S
′
j ·S′

j · · ·S′
j) = γr for r ≤ k and H(S′

i ·S′
i · · ·S′

i, S
′
j ·S′

j · · ·S′
j) ≥ γ(k+1) for r > k.

With this theorem, we can immediately extend this result to a distance labeling for paths that
does not limit the choice of n and k.

Theorem 28. There exists an algorithm that computes a length O(kγ + kγ log n
k ) (k, γ)-labeling

for an n node path in time O(n·(kγ + kγ log n
k )).

Proof. To achieve this output the first n labels from SpecialRing(R′, k, γ) where R′ is a 4(k +
1)d n

2(k+1)e node ring. This is sufficient since R′ has a length that is at least twice that of n,
implying the first and last nodes in the path have sufficiently large Hamming distance.

Alternately, we can use the equidistant codes to insert 1, 2, or 3 extra labels into the list of
labels from SpecialRing with k = 1 to obtain a γ-labeling for an arbitrary length n ring.

Algorithm 12 Ring(R = 〈v1, . . . vn〉, γ)

1. Let n′ = 4bn4 c, let ρ = n − n′, and let γ′ = max{γ, 2dlog(2ρ+1)e−1}. Compute
SpecialRing(R′, 1, γ′) for an n′ node ring R′. Let the strings assigned by SpecialRing be
X1, . . . Xn′ .

2. Let S1, . . . S2ρ+1 be distinct elements of EDB(2dlog(2ρ+1)e, γ′).

3. If ρ = 0, then output σ(vi) = Xi.

4. Else

(a) For i = 1 to ρ do
i. σ(v3i−2)← X2i−1 ·X2i−1 · S2i−1

ii. σ(v3i−1)← X2i−1 ·X2i · S2i

iii. σ(v3i)← X2i ·X2i · Sc
2i−1

(b) For i = 3ρ + 1 to n, σ(vi)← Xi−ρ ·Xi−ρ · S2ρ+1

5. Output σ.

Theorem 29. Algorithm 12 Ring(R, γ) computes a length O(γ log n) γ-labeling for the n node ring
R in time O(nγ log n).
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Proof. The bounds for run time and word length follow from Theorem 27. To show correctness we
show that the labeling is a γ-labeling with α = 3γ′ and β = 4γ′ where γ′ is as defined in the Ring
algorithm.

Consider two arbitrary vertices u and w in R. First, if neither u nor w are one of the first 3ρ
vertices indexed by the algorithm, then the desired Hamming distance between σ(u) and σ(w) is
guaranteed by Theorem 27. Assuming otherwise, we consider the possible cases with respect to the
indexing of the vertices in Ring. First, assume u and w are adjacent.

Case 1: u = v3i−2, w = v3i−1 or u = v3i−1, w = v3i. From Theorem 27 we have that
H(X2i, X2i−1) = γ′. And from Theorem 4, H(S2i−1, S2i) = H(S2i, S

c
2i−1) = γ′. Thus, for these two

cases the Hamming distance between σ(u) and σ(w) is exactly 2γ′ < α.
Case 2: u = v3i, w = v3i+1. H(σ(v3i), σ(v3i+1)) = 2H(X2i, X2i+1) + H(Sc

2i−1, S2i+1) = 3γ′ = α
by Theorems 27 and 4.

Now consider the scenario in which u and w are not adjacent. Since we have added at most only
one extra label per each two labels, if dist(u, w) is 3 or more, then we immediately get a Hamming
distance of at least β = 4γ′ from Theorem 27. For dist(u, w) = 2, we have the following cases.

Case 1: u = v3i−2, w = v3i. H(σ(v3i−2), σ(v3i)) = 2H(X2i−1, X2i) + H(S2i−1, S
c
2i−1) = 4γ′ = β

by Theorems 27 and 4.
Case 2: u = v3i−1, w = v3i+1. H(σ(v3i−1), σ(v3i+1)) = H(X2i−1, X2i+1) + H(X2i, X2i+1) +

H(S2i, S
c
2i+1) = 4γ′ = β by Theorems 27 and 4.

Case 3: u = v3i, w = v3i+2. H(σ(v3i−1), σ(v3i+1)) = H(X2i, X2i+1) + H(X2i, X2i+2) +
H(Sc

2i−1, S2i+2) = 4γ′ = β by Theorems 27 and 4.

Application. Tsaftaris et al. [20, 21] have recently proposed a technique for applying DNA com-
puting to digital signal processing. Their scheme involves designing a set of equal length DNA
strands, indexed from 1 to n, such that the melting temperature of the duplex formed by a given
word and the Watson-Crick complement of a second word is proportional to the difference in the
indices of the two words if the words are within some distance k of one another. Otherwise, if
the difference of the indices of the words is greater than k, then the melting temperature needs to
be large, but not necessarily proportional to the index difference. By taking hamming distance as
an approximate measure of the melting temperature between a given string and the Watson-Crick
complement of another, we can formulate this problem as finding a (k, γ)-labeling for an n node
input path.

7 Edge Weighted Graphs

In this section we consider graphs with integer weights on edges. A weighted-γ-labeling for a
weighted graph is a labeling such that for some β, the Hamming distance between nodes with an
edge of weight w is β −wγ. Nodes which have no edge between them can be thought of as having
edges of weight zero. Thus, the Hamming distance between the labels for such nodes is β. Note
that the nodes with heavier edges have closer labels.

Problem 30 (Weighted Flexible Word Design Problem).
Input: Weighted graph G = (V,E); weight function w : E → N; integer γ
Output: A mapping σ: V → {0, 1}` such that for some integer β, H(σ(v), σ(u)) = β − w(u, v)·γ
iff (v, u) ∈ E and H(σ(v), σ(u)) ≥ β iff (v, u) /∈ E. Minimize `.

Extending Exact Labeling for Un-weighted General Graphs. The algorithms presented
in Section 4 for exact γ-labeling of un-weighted general graphs can be used to obtain a weighted-
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γ-labeling for a weighted graph by replacing each edge of weight w with w un-weighted edges.
Let ∆ be the maximum weighted degree and W be the sum of weights of all the edges in the

weighted graph G.

Theorem 31. For any weighted graph G and γ, there exists a weighted-γ-labeling σ of G with
length(σ) = O(min{∆γ + ∆n,

√
γW 2n + γWn2}) which can be computed in time O(min{n·(∆γ +

∆n), n·
√

γW 2n + γWn2}).

Proof. The proof is by construction. Let G′ be the un-weighted multigraph obtained by replacing
every edge with weight w in G with w un-weighted edges.

Algorithm MatchingDecomposition(G′,γ) yields a weighted-γ-labeling σ of G with length(σ) =
O(∆γ +∆n) in time O(n·(∆γ +∆n)). Algorithm StarDestroyer(G′,γ) yields a weighted-γ-labeling
σ of G with length(σ) = O(

√
γW 2n + γWn2 ) in time O(n·

√
γW 2n + γWn2).

Weighted Matching Decomposition. A w-weighted matching is a matching where each edge
has weight w. We can use the equidistant codes to get a weighted γ-labeling of length O(Dwγ+Dn)
for a w-weighted matching where D is the maximum un-weighted degree. Note that this is better
than O(∆γ + ∆n) obtained by replacing each edge by w un-weighted edges and then using the
Matching algorithm for general graphs.

Lemma 32. For a weighted graph G, a weighted exact γ-labeling with β = max(wγ, n
2 ), and

length = O(wγ + n) can be constructed in time O(wγn + n2).

Proof. Since a γ-labeling for a w-weighted matching is the same as a wγ-labeling for an un-
weighted matching, Algorithm MatchingExact(G, wγ) outputs the required γ-labeling for a w-
weighted matching G.

We can exploit this idea to do weighted matching decompositions which yield shorter length
labelings if the weighted graph has a small number of distinct weights. If the graph has ρ dis-
tinct weights w1, . . . , wρ, let di be the maximum un-weighted degree of the graph when restricted
to edges of weight wi. We can get a weighted-γ-labeling of length O(

∑
i widiγ +

∑
i din) using

Algorithm 13 WeightedMatchingDecomposition-1(G, γ) (Theorem 33) and a weighted-γ-labeling
of length O(Dwργ + Dρn) using Algorithm 14 WeightedMatchingDecomposition-2(G, γ) (Theo-
rem 34).

Algorithm 13 WeightedMatchingDecomposition-1(G = (V,E), γ)
Let Ewi be the subset of edges in E with weight wi. Let Gi = (V,Ewi). Let di be the maximum
degree of a node in Gi.

1. For i← 1 to ρ,

(a) Decompose Gi into maximal matchings M1, . . . ,Mki
.

(b) For each Matching Mj , Generate an exact labeling of Mj , σi
j =

MatchingExact(Mj , wiγ).
(c) For every vertex v, σi(v) = σi

1(v).σi
2(v) · · ·σi

ki
(v).

2. For every vertex v, σ(v) = σ1(v).σ2(v) · · ·σρ(v).

3. Output σ.
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Algorithm 14 WeightedMatchingDecomposition-2(G = (V,E), γ)
Let the weights of the edges in G be w1, . . . , wρ such that w1 ≤ w2 ≤ · · · ≤ wρ. Let E′

wi
be the

subset of edges in E with weights at least wi. Let G′
i = (V,E′

wi
). Let D be the maximum degree

of a node in G. Let w0 = 0.

1. For i← 1 to ρ,

(a) Decompose G′
i into maximal matchings M1, . . . ,Mki

.
(b) For each Matching Mj , Generate an exact labeling of Mj , σi

j = MatchingExact(Mj , (wi−
wi−1)·γ).

(c) For every vertex v, σi(v) = σi
1(v).σi

2(v) · · ·σi
ki

(v).

2. For every vertex v, σ(v) = σ1(v).σ2(v) · · ·σρ(v).

3. Output σ.

Theorem 33. For any graph G and γ, Algorithm 13 WeightedMatchingDecomposition-1(G, γ)
yields a weighted-γ-labeling σ of G with length(σ) = O(

∑
i widiγ +

∑
i din) in time complexity

O(n·(
∑

i widiγ +
∑

i din)).

Proof. The bound on length follows immediately from Lemmas 32, 13 (ki = O(di)), and Theorem 8.
The bound on run time complexity follows from Lemmas 32 and 13.

Theorem 34. For any graph G and γ, Algorithm 14 WeightedMatchingDecomposition-2(G, γ)
yields a weighted-γ-labeling σ of G with length(σ) = O(Dwργ+Dρn) in time complexity O(n·(Dwργ+
Dρn)).

Proof. An edge (u, v) with weight wj occurs in matchings G′
1, . . . , G

′
j . For i ≤ j, HD(σi(u), σi(v)) =

(wi−wi−1)γ. For i > j, HD(σi(u), σi(v)) = 0. Therefore, HD(σ(u), σ(v)) =
∑

i HD(σi(u), σi(v)) =
wjγ.

Using Lemma 9, the length of the labeling is O(
∑

i(D(wi−w(i−1)γ +Dn)) = O(Dwργ +Dρn)
and the time complexity is O(n·(Dwργ + Dρn)).

Hybrid Matching, Star and Onion Decomposition. An onion is a graph with just one edge
of weight w. Using ED(n, wγ), we get an exact weighted-γ-labeling of length O(wγ + n) for an
onion with edge weight w. The idea for the hybrid algorithm is to first generate labelings for all
heavy edges. Then use the star algorithm for all the heavy degree vertices and use the matching
algorithm for the remainder of the graph.

Algorithm 15 Weighted-StarExact(S = (V,E), γ)
1. While ∃e ∈ E Do:

(a) σ′ = StarExact((V,E), γ).
(b) For each u ∈ V , set σ(u)← σ(u) · σ′(u).
(c) Reduce the weight of every edge in E by one.
(d) Remove any edges with zero weight from E.

2. Output σ.
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Algorithm 16 WeightedHybrid(G = (V,E), γ)
Let π be the maximum weight of an edge in E and W the total weight of G.

1. Set x← 3

√
W (πγ+n)2

γn(γ+n) and y ← 3

√
W 2nγ(πγ+n)

(γ+n)2
.

2. While ∃e ∈ E such that weight(e) > x Do:

(a) Let O = (V, e) denote the onion graph of weight weight(e). Compute exact labeling
σ′ = MatchingExact(O,weight(e)γ).

(b) For each u ∈ V , set σ(u)← σ(u).σ′(u).
(c) Remove e from E.

3. While ∃v ∈ V such that weighted-degree(v) > y Do:

(a) Let E′ be the set of edges in E incident to v. Let E′′ be a set of un-weighted edges where
each edge in E′ with weight w is replaced by w un-weighted edges. Let S = (V,E′′) be
a star graph. Compute exact labeling σ′ = Weighted-StarExact(S, γ).

(b) For each u ∈ V , set σ(u)← σ(u).σ′(u).
(c) Remove E′ from E.

4. Let E′ be a set of un-weighted edges where each edge in E with weight w is replaced by w
un-weighted edges. Set σ′ = MatchingDecomposition((V,E′), γ).

5. For each vertex v ∈ V , set σ(v) = σ(v).σ′(v).

6. Output σ.

Theorem 35. For any weighted graph G and γ, Algorithm 16 WeightedHybrid(G, γ) yields a
weighted-γ-labeling σ of G with length(σ) = O( 3

√
W 2γn(γ + n)(πγ + n)) in time complexity O(n

3
√

W 2γn(γ + n)(πγ + n)).

Proof. It is straightforward to see that the run time is linear in the output size.
(Correctness) To show that the output labeling σ is a γ-labeling, note that Algorithm 16

WeightedHybrid(G, γ) decomposes the input graph G into onion-graphs, star graphs and matchings.
Since the output labeling is the concatenation of the labeling for each of the decomposition, from
Theorem 8 this yields a γ-labeling of G.

Next we bound the label length. The number of onion graphs is bounded by W
x since there

could be at most W
x edges with weight at least x. Using Lemma 9, the length of the labeling for

each onion decomposition is O(πγ + n)) since π is the maximum weight of an edge in G. So the
length of the output labeling due to onion decompositions is O(W

x (πγ+n)). In the remaining graph
the maximum weight of any edge is x. Since the number of nodes with weighted degree at least y
could be at most W

y and the length of the labeling for each of the star decompositions is O(xγn)
using Lemma 11, the length of the output labeling due to star decompositions is O(W

y (xγn)). Since
the remaining graph has vertices of weighted degree at most y, using Lemma 9 the length of the
labeling due to matching decompositions is O(y(γ + n)). Therefore, the total length of the output

labeling is O(W
x (πγ + n) + W

y (xγn) + y(γ + n)). Using x = 3

√
W (πγ+n)2

γn(γ+n) and y = 3

√
W 2nγ(πγ+n)

(γ+n)2
, we

achieve an output labeling of length O(n(W 2γn (γ + n) (πγ + n))
1
3 )).
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8 Don’t Care Edges

In this section we initiate an examination of a natural generalization of the flexible word design
problem. The problem up till now has taken a graph as input such that each pair of vertices is
required to have a large Hamming distance or a small Hamming distance. The generalization is
to permit a third type of relation, one which makes no requirement on the Hamming distance of
the pair of vertices. So the input graph can be seen as having two kinds of edges - near edges (N)
and far edges (F ). For nodes with a near edge, we require the Hamming distance between their
labels to be small and for nodes with far edges, the Hamming distance between their labels should
be large. For nodes that do not have an edge between them, we don’t care about the Hamming
distance between their labels.

Problem 36 (Flexible Word Design with Don’t Care Edges).
Input: Graph G = (V,N, F ); integer γ
Output: A mapping σ: V → {0, 1}` such that there exists integers β, α, β − α ≥ γ such that
H(σ(v), σ(u)) ≤ α if (u, v) ∈ N and H(σ(v), σ(u)) ≥ β if (u, v) ∈ F . Minimize `.

Our approach for this problem is to mark all the Don’t Care edges as either far edges or near
edges and hence reduce the problem to Flexible Word Design for un-weighted graphs. Correspond-
ing to the two algorithms for un-weighted graphs, we get the following two algorithms for graphs
with Don’t Care edges.

Let DN be the maximum degree of any vertex in GN = (V,N) and DF be the maximum degree
of any vertex in GF = (V, F ). Let D̃ = min{DN , DF } and m̃ = min{|N |, |F |}.

Theorem 37. For any graph G = (V,N, F ) and γ, there exists a γ-labeling σ of G with length(σ) =
O(min{

√
γm̃2n + γm̃n2, γD̃ + D̃n}) which can be computed in time O(min{n

√
m̃·γ·n·(m̃ + n),

n(γD̃ + D̃n)}).

Proof. The proof is by construction. The following two constructions achieve a labeling of lengths
O(γD̃ + D̃n) and O(

√
γm̃2n + γm̃n2) in time O(n(γD̃ + D̃n)) and O(n

√
m̃·γ·n·(m̃ + n)) respec-

tively.

1. If DN < DF , then let σ = MatchingDecomposition((V,N), γ), else let σ = InverseMatching-
Decomposition((V, F ), γ). From Theorem 14, the length of labeling σ is O(γD̃n + D̃n2) and
it can be computed in time O(n(γD̃ + D̃n)).

2. If |N | < |F |, then output StarDestroyer((V,N), γ), else output StarDestroyer((V, F ), γ).
From Theorem 15, the length of labeling σ is O(

√
γm̃2n + γm̃n2) and it can be computed in

time O(n
√

m̃·γ·n·(m̃ + n)).

9 Future Directions

There are a number of potential research directions stemming from this work. A few of these
are as follows. First, can our technique for labeling general graphs by decomposing the graph
into exact labelings be extended. We considered two different types of decompositions, stars and
matchings. Are there other types of decompositions that can yield better bounds? Second, our
lower bounds are straightforward and stem primarily from lower bounds for labeling for adjacency
in general, rather than our much more restricted problem. It is likely that much higher bounds
exist for flexible word design. Third, an important class of graphs that permits short labels for
general graph labeling is the class of planar graphs. It would be interesting to know whether or not
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a flexible word labeling that is sublinear in the number of vertices exists as well. Finally, we have
initiated the use of randomization in designing labels. Randomization is used extensively in the
design of standard DNA code word sets, and it would be interesting to know if more sophisticated
randomized algorithms can be applied to achieve better flexible word labelings.
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